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Abstract	 as output impedance, of the rLslative load supplies
	
fS
I'	 does not significantly effect thruster control or
i	
-	
-	
Pr3rented are the rL'sulta of extensive testing 	 operation, this is not necLssarlly true Of the
"	 '--	 of two 30-cm ion thrusters which are virtually	 -	 - plasma load supplies. -	Therefore, pertinent chase- -	 -	 `^•	 -	 I.a
identical to the 900 series Engineering Model	 terms Cics of these five supplies the given in
`	 -	 -Thruster in on ongoing 15 OdO-flour life test. 	 In-	 -Table 1.i.	
cluded are performance data for the -nominal - full- 	 	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -
6 -
	power (2650 W) operating . point; performance Beast- 	 Fifteen analog Voltage Bet paints ware avail-	 .+
j	 ti,jitiea to discharge voltage, discharge losses, 	 able for each of the discharge current. beam cur-
;
	
accelerator voltage, and magnetic baffle current; 	 rent reference, screen voltsge, and magnetic baffle -
	
r
and several power throttling techniques .(maximum
	 operating parameters.
	
These wereselected to pro-
i I	 m'maximu	 thrust/pitwer ratio, and 	 cases in	 -	 vide '15 distinct input power- levels.. Throttling, 	 -	 -
{	 between).	 Criteria for throttling a e specified in	 was performed byexternul logic which sequentially	 -	 ^P
-terms of ten -screen power supply envelope, 	 thruster - switched each of the four set. points.	 The discharge.
"	 1	 -	 -operating limits,- and control stability.
	 in addf-	 current, beam current reference, and screen voltage-
pion'„ -adu::d requirements for successful high 	 were simultaneously switched directly to their new	 r
voltage recycles are presented. 	 values.
	
The magnetic buffie current was first
switched to zero and then to its new value. 	
-	
-	 -. -
Introduction	
-	
-
_ 	- Thrusters
The 30 mn diameter mtercue
y
 bombardmen t Engi-
f 	 considered for a
	
-
nearing Model Thruster (EMT)( 1-3) is presently	 Two engineering model 7 	 no0 cm dfatLr thrusters,
being	
1
 variety oflanet.	y 	 planetary and	 designated SIN 602 and Btl4, were used for this in- 	 r	 ^'
—	 ---_-	 neat.: Earth space-:mlfifiienaa(4-6 )	 This--variety Of	 _.	 vestigatian.	 These _ thrusters -wer_.equivall ent to-the _-	 --	 f . --_--^
missions requires th at tile thruster be capable• of
	 90U series thruster of Ref. 11, in all areas affect-
being. Started,
- throttled,`and operated steady state	 ing thruster performance and thruster-ppu interface--
over a range of input power.	 This paper describes 	 requirements.
	
These madified 800 series and the
i	
-	 steady state thruster Operation and performance in	 900. series. Thrusters evolved from the 700. series .de-
terms of input power, thrust, specific impulse, 	 -	 sign which vas life tested in 1974( 2) for 10 000
control (including. high voltage recycle( 7 , 8 )), and	 hours..	 Vibration tests of the 700 series thruster
<	 -	 lifetime over a-4:1 input power range; and dynamic-	 necessitar- 1 same structural changes leading to the
j	 -	 throttling over the same-range. 	 (Thruster start-' 	 800 series designi( 12 )	 Tice life test of get. 2 de--
t	
-	
up is detailed in Ref. 7.)
	 fined several wear out modus which required me ifi-
1	 -	 -	 -	 -	 cations.- These modifications were determined by a 	 -	 -	 -- '-'
`r-	 -	 -	 Apparatus	 -	 -	 series of tests performed at Lewis Research Center
^i	 and detailed inRef. 3.	 -^
Facility -	 -	 ...
 tests were conducted in the. 3.0-m diameter:
	 ode insert 	 designs fromlad	 lrolled tantalum, fail typ eap
`	 by 3.0-m long chamber of the 7.6-m diameter byto an impregnated 'type toprovide-better neutralizer
	
-
1 !	 21.4-m long vacuum tank at NASA's Lewis, Research	 closed loop control and overall component quality 	 j	 f
'	 Centers
	
The tank has LN2- cold walls Bud wasoper-	 control.	 The heater type was changed from the	 A
1 -	stud at about 5x10-6 under load.	 The thrusters::	 flame-sprayed design cc a-swaged construction.(13)
;.;	 were mounted from the spacecraft simulator frame 	
-	
-:_	
-	
r	 t)
used in the Multiple Thruster Array program de- 	 These were the, major modifications to the 700
scribed in Ref. 9.
	 -	
-	
and 800 series thruster design of Ref.. 12 which ra-	 {	 -
stilted in the current engineering model (900 series)
	 ;q
j	 Power Processors	 -	 -	 thruster design. 	 -
r	 n j	 ,Laboratory supplies .- .Crust of the steady stateResults and Discussion 	 41
-	 ^-	 -	 performance data were obtained while the thruster,	 --	 .'	 -	 r^	 e
were poweredby 12, 60 hertz, laboratory power
	 Four basic parameters are normally uaed to
.i -
	supplies.	 The screen and. accelerator higa-voltage: 	 evaluate ,tl+sus cur performances 	 These arc the output
supplies we r`e a high rapacity, three phase, full 	 '-	 performance parameters al" (1) thrust, T; (2) spe-	 tr	
-
a	 wave bridge rectifier design':- The discharge, mag- 	 cific impulse, Top ; (3) total efficiency, TIT; and
netle baffle, and two keeperr supplies WareCull 	 -	 the input performance parameter of total input 	 -
wave, single phase rectified - d,c, sources.	 The six-	power, P:_ The equations, assumptions, unit approxi-
s	
-	 resistive heaters werepowered with alternating. - 	 mations'used cc derive these thruster performance	 (	 ,.."
<	 current.--	 parameters	 e, ar	 detailed in theappendix.	 The only
t^ 	 thrusted operating parameters which appear in the 	
-
	 if	 2
- . Series resonant inverter.	 All of the control	 performance calculations (see appendix) were beam
ty	 ^'- and throttling tests and smote-performance CasCS 	
-
	 current,:_SD; screen Voltage, Vi; discharge thumb r;-
'	 weta done with an SCR series resonant inverter 	 losses, CI; and total propellant flow rate,
>	 .-	 power processor unit (ppu) similar to that de- 	 _-	 The first three ;, reameters can be selected and held
E	
scribed. in Ref. 10.	 This ppa has 12 flight type	
_	
by the power pr&terror.	 The mass Flaw rate, crow-
power supplies.	 While the specific design, such 	 ever, is -a .unction of several other operating
STAR categou^y 20
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-urawters • specifically, discharge voltage, AVI;
	
But, as-shown in 'Table` If, a I V decrease would
ac-,elCrato T. voltage, VA; discharge losses ,. rI O. and	 also cause a total efficiency deCCL• aa° Of 0.01$.	 -
cathode tip power (and temperature), P CT, and mag-	 This is the bast aensitiva total. efficiency varia-
natic baffle currant, J mg,	 Testa were conducted to	 tine shown in Table I1, 	 At the 1 A operating	 !f
i"	 determine the variations of performance parameters 	 point, the sensitivity is 2.5 times less. ._-
vith changed in operating poraaleters to define the
'	 secreting points over a 4 to I range of input power, 	 'file discharge Voltage' was sele'cte'd as 36 V
-	
consisting with thruster lifetime and Control, foe--- 	 over the operating:range based onthe• folLnwing	 -	 qi
it	 lowed by all implementation of several throttling 	
Consideraliohdi	 )!profile's and schemes.	 9	 ]((1) Sigtflcant total efficiency penalties of
Thruster Performance - Steady State	 as main as _O.,015 percentage points/V be-
law 36 V at 2 Abeam
•'	 Cathode Lip power.	 Thruster- testing of an im--
-	 pregnated insert recessed 6.3 we fro g the cat:odo	 (2) Expected Lifetime penalties duv to sputter	 ^!
'	 tip showed poorer . performance compared to tests with 	 _. erosion at discharge, voltages in excess of 	 i	 -k
i	
-	
a rolled foil insert. 	 Because of the difference in 	 36 V at 2'A beam
the thermal characteristics of tile two insert 	 _	 }1
•	 types, tests were conducted to determine the 	 (1) An overall simplification of the. control
.`,	 effects of cathode temperature on thruster perform- 	 philosophy when using 	 single discharge	 -	 -	 -	 -
'	 once,.	 Fig, l shows -the. effect of cathode tip power	 voltage set point over the operating Lange
?	 on propellant flow rate at a given operating point. 	
-
Addition of tip heater power did not signiiLeantly 	 (4) A lack of performance liensitivity to dis-
affect. cathode flow rate, but did reduce the main	 chi the voltage at the 1 A beam current level 	 1	 5
flow rate with a corresponding increase In utilize-
!	 tion efficiency.	 This improvement in performance	 As	 he discharge lasses are increased at con-	 r
was due to improved emissioncharacteristics re • •	 start .discharge Voltage, and beam current, the	 :F
salting in a reduced cathode sheathvoltage drop ad - 	 utilization efficiency increases as the power effi-
characterized by decreases of several volts in the 	 ciency decreases.	 Since the total efficiency is	 -
' 	 cathode keeper. voltage.' As discussed in Auf. 14, 	 - proportional to the product of the utilization and
such a sheath voltage decrease results in a net in- 	 power efficiencies (wnsistent with the assumptionsj	 '?
erase in electron energy and u subsequent increase 	 detailed in enc appendix), there is u trade oetween 
'.,	 in the ion production rate in the discharge, and, 	 these. two efficiencies b y which the total effi-
'	 hence, improved performance. 	 -	 ciency can be maximized:' Operation near this maxi-	 s
mum total efficiency is one consideration in the	
-	
e
Rather than operate with the heater supply -	 selection of the .discharge . loss operating-point. -s
constantly os to maintain sufficient cathode
'	 4	 insert temperature, the insert was moved forward, 	
example, 
	 are other . factors whichaffect maximum
 points.	 Forflush
inserts position t
hrusters
	
ni Fig. 2.	 TIhekmain tpro-	 currenteconsistent with demonstrated ucathodei life-	
sand 804	 ith
pullout flow rates are virtually the same for both 	 times.	 Another consideration .must be a trade of
thrusters when operated at the-same-cathode flow	 power supply capability and weight or design. 	 f	 -
rate,	 -	
-	
-	 -	
These factors have resulted in a selection of
198 eV/ran as a2 A beam maximum discharge loss
Some slight variations in thruster performance 	 operating point.	 :fable 11 shows increases above
\	 !	 were noted when cathode tip heater power was
	
198 eV/ion to 211 eV/ion (6.5i'). to increase total
applied with a flush insert, 	 However, this mode of 	 efficiency by less than 0.005.	 Similar increases
-	
operation was undesirable because of the additional' 	 at a 1 A beam current allows an increase in total
`S	 power requirements and complexity and as -a. result	 efficiency of less than 0.001.	 Y
-i_	 was not: investigated.	 -	 '	 6
Tile.. minimum discharge losses are governed pri-	 _	 !:
Discharge voltage and losses. - Two operating	 madly by the ability to maintain closed loop con-	 -	 }	 >
'	 parameters which directly effect the mass flow rate	 trol of the discharge. 	 Fig, 3'illustrates a condi-	 li
and therefore the thruster output parameters are	 tion commonly referred to as "low mode," . As the
the discharge voltage, AV , and the discharge loss-
e	
discharge losses are decreased, the main .flow rate
-	 s	 ^	 -	 e criteria
	 e	 is increased to maintain a c	 :.,, c€	 s sectio nr Thise 
two
dparame th 	 f	 th 	
-.	
as evidenced h	 the increasing
natant beam current,
selec ion of thesetw 	 arameters and examines the	 and sere propellant 'utilization efficiency-decreases 	 ^	 ;?
Crude between discharge power requirements and pro-. 	 t '	 y	  impingemen. current	 ;'	 S
pellant mass flow rate.	 in Fig. 3.	 Eventually a point is reached where the
beam current actually begins to decrease with in-
.creasing flow, resulting in a runaway condition of
`^	 i	 .Table-_11 shows the variation of flow rate and 	 the main flow rate control loop and rapidly in-
r	
ry	 total efficiency for changes in 	 AVI -and	 cI	 at a-	 creasing impingement currents.	 This occurs at	 I	 !1
`	 screen voltage of 1100 volts and beam currents of	 -180 ell/ion for a 2 	 beam current in Fig, 3. 	 Thee	
1 and 2 amps.	 The total efficiency was calculated 	 value of this minimum eV/ion was about the same	 Y
over theusing the thrust correction factors as discussed in 	 . throttle range.	 0.	 .i	 1
i	 the appendix. 	 A
The definition of "minimum eV/run" is arbi-
li .	 eased on the lifetime projections of Ref. 3, 	 teary, but the operating point must be selected Co	 .;
I"	 the maximum discharge voltage considered for a 2 A	 provide ample margin so that minor perturbations,
beam was 36 V.	 A reduction of the discharge volt- 	 drifting, or aging cannot cause the thruster to go
"	 age would further increase expected lifetimes.	 into low mode.	 Selection of the 198 eV/ion operat- 	 1	 .^
2	 x
C ^	 ^1	 I^
r	
_r
J_
-1ng - paint provides a - margin of about 10%.	 -	 - within the discharge chamber via the magnetic 	 -
j- 	 --	 -	 baffle current: affects the performance and con-
-	
,-1	
-	 -	 The data of Table II show a significant de-
	
trolability over the throttling range. 	 Improper	 -	 "' +	 --	 I?
'-	 -	 crease in the total efficiency gain/(eV/ion) in go- .	net. point can cause discharge Instabilities and
ing from 198 to 215 eV/Sod as opposed to goingfrom	 attendant control:problems, excessive cathode
°	 - 185 to 196 ev/ion,
	 This suggests. that Cite 198 eV/ 	 propellant flow rateand attendant sputter are-
iono eratin • point (At 1-A beam	 la near. the point 	 sion of dischar ge core onents	 or chap	 - 1D the' - xi	 6p	 -	 )	 P	 6	 P	 r	 ans 
of maximum total efficiency aa.liecasacd previously.
	
character of the dischsrge. oscillation s .	 The	 -	 -	 -
Further increases in discharge losses would be ex-
	
tests described were '- „ !Sued to establish the
.peered to decrease the power efficiency faster than 	 criteria for selection-of tile magnetic baffle cur---	 -''
'.	 r	 increasing the utilization - ufficierI thereby re-	 -	 rent set pain[ over the throttlingrange, 	 --	 ,
'	 1	 °	 sulting in a decrease in the total efficiency.	 -
The basic result of a -charge incite magnetic
	 -	 -	 "_°•
•	 There does not appear Co be a significant 	 baffle current in a shift in the discharge volt-
•	 "^--	
-	
reason for increasing . the discharge losses at re-ampere characteristic in much the sumo way as u	 -
j	+	 -	 duced power operation.	 In fact, simplicity of con 	 -change in the..cathode propellant flow rate shifts
, 	 tral again presents a strong argument for [brat- 	 this characteristic.	 `thus the magnetic baffle cur-
	 -
-[ling at -constant discharge losses of 198 eV/ion.	 rent is a means to set the cathode flaw rate-,
7	
-	 -	 -	
-.-	
-	 -- which, as seen in Fig. 2, is the parameter which
	 -
`	 +'	 -	 must be specified when defining or comparing thrus-!-	 -	 Accelerator-voltage.-- The primar-,purpose
of accelerator voltage 14 to prevent electronter operation and,performanee,	 )	 -
1	 backstreaming._ However, several other factors
-- concerning accelerator voltage have been. observed - 	 Fig. 5 shove the variation of discharge volt-
-	
--	
age with cathode flow race for several magnetic	 --
1 :	 to affect thruster' operation before -backstroaming
	 baffle currents.	 These curves were generated b; -- 	 -
becomes an effect.	 -	 `
slowly varying tile cathode vaporizer CemperaCUre
	
ib 
1	 open loop and recording the cathode vaporizer
...	
Reducing the accelerator voltage forces opfra- 	 temperature-discharge voltage. 	 Subsequently, the	 ,x
tion nester the perveance ldmd.t of the extraction-.cathode flow rate was measured at a discharge volt-
`	 -	 system.
	
This limit is defined as that accelerator--	 age of 36 'V,
grid system voltage/current
--
operating-point where 	 -	 --	 -----	 --	 -`
,,.	 the-ion focusing is barely adequate to prevent di-' -	The discharge operation of Fig. 5 can be 	 i
1	 -	 reef ion impingement and is shown. in Fig: 4. 	 Moving	 divided in Pour regions at a discharge voltageof
the operating point nearer the perveance limit
	 -	
36 V:
-	
affects. total efficiency,	 accelerator grid lifetime,	 -	 -- -	 Y
and increases ion defocusing resultingin increased. 	 Cl) Low flow region, me< 80 mA
sputtering of downstream components.
_(2) Normal operation region, 80 mA < cot
Table II shows a slight effect of accelerator 	 100 mA'
^-	 voltage on total. efficiency.
	
Decreasing the accel--
'	 crater voltage from 500 to300 V causes decreases 	 (3) Distable operation region, 100 mA< me
in totalefficiency of <0.003 at 2 and'.I A beam
	
< 120 mA-
:-	 .currents	 This decrease is due. entirely to a de-t	 `
„ !	 -	 crease in the propellant utilization efficiency.- 	 (4) High flow region, 120 mA < lit
s,	 -- 	 -	 -
There are several reasons for considering re- 	 In the low flow region, the .flow race/discharge
-	 during of the accelerator voltage and accepting the 	 voltage control characteristic is monostable,-bur
_ 1	 decrease in performance.-	 Ref. 1- slims better	 the gain is sufficiently high to cause control
_	 --	 focusing of ions from a typical aperture: neg. the 	 limit cycling and hunting -under some circumstances.
	 -- {7
center portion of the grid. 	 Lack of focusing (or -	 Those considerations are discussed in Ref. 16-.
	 -	
sf
e	 angular dispersion) is one possible cause of the 	 Fig. 6(a) shows oscilloscope traces for low flow
	 {,
'-	 chamfering of the upstream :edges of the accelerator 	 operation.	 Note the large amplitude, low frequency
--   as noted in the 10 000 itr test 
-
of Ref. -2.	 random ,type spikes on the discharge current andpertures	
-	
voltage!. traces...
	 Ibis is accompanied by largecur--
Another reason involves--ions which leavethe 	 rent spikes on the cathode vaparizer current as-the
peripheral grid  great-nit 800 .
• Reducingtheaccelerator voltage also•	 serves to re-
angle fans	 The normal-operation reg'discharge voltage.ll	
controller tries totrack the
-	 duce the number of. these ions. 	 High	 ^' •	 .an is shown in	 1`
are the most probable cause of ground screen. and 	 Fig. 6(b).	 Discharge voltage and current . and beam	
-	 aj
r	 '-	 neutralizer erosion noted in the Life tes t. (2)	 current are periodic and free°: of-large. amplitude
I	 spikes..	 The control characteristic slope of Fig. 5
An additional consideration its the erosion of	 is reduced from the low flow region and stable con-
j..	 Che accelerator grid due Co -charge exchange ions.=.	 trol of the discharge voltage. is readily achieved. 	 {i
The measured charge exchange erosion rate on the
10 000 hr grid of Ref. 2 indicated a potential 	 The bistable region has two operating points,
	 {	 ,U,	 `n
'	 -	 problem if grid-lifetimes of 15 000 ors are desired,	 occurring at the Intersection of the desired set
Reduction of the 'accelerator voltage from 500 to 	 point -(36 V) and' the negative. slopes or the curves - 	 ---
300 V could reduce the sputtering rare of the grid	 of Fig. 5.	 Any minor perturbation can cause a
by as much as a factor of 2. 	 - ”	 switch :from one operating point to another.	 t	 ''71
':-	 -	 -	 -High ::low operation is shown in Fig. 6(c).	 •,	 '
t	 i	 Magnetic baffle. - The magnetic baffle cur--t 	 There are no large current or voltage spikes, but
!t '	 rent strongly affects the	 a atin
	
character of	
ever, cr be •ions t
t	
above	 valued1 .)...	 the thruster.	 Variation of the magnetic	
g Y	
_	
P	 g	 the os rlila t dil	are random and incoherent, 	 Morse	+^field	
o operate 	 the double vald	 {	 '
t^err	
v.°J
u	 JUR QUALT`19%a	 rY
1 {^	 y	 5	
_ '-may
r^_Is
0t.
o	 !`	 y
l	 p..reion would require wlthode'flow raise of
	 any beam current In excest of 0.5 A and this mini-
	 1,
0.130 A (eq) . or pore.	
-	
mum screen voltage increases with increasing bean_
-	
--
	
-	
-	 current in order to maintain adequate grid perve_ ...
	-
Low flow operation is not desirable for sev- 	 once (Fig. 4).	 Steady state: operation at any
	 !'
eral reasons..	 Large Current and Voltage spikes cant. 	 screen voltagL/current set points within these
	
-	
S
i	 adversely effect projected lifetime.,. since wear
	 limitations is acceptable for achieving a 4;1 input
Mechanisms are nonlinear 	
'-%
These spikes also	
 ar with current and voltaps. 	 power throttlL range. 	 It is, however, necessary to
	 ^"
._	 _..	 	 it core ,difficult for tie
	 - evaluate the effect of tha gotten. voltage/current
	 --	
-	 -	 -	
-
cathode Vaporizer control loops to maintain a Cott-
	 net: paints Within title operating envelope On the
stunt d.e. discharge voltage level.
	 Further, these	 thruster performance parameters.
variations are-potentiuily source's 
of 
conducted mid
-	
radiated noise since they do involve rapid switch-
	 Fig. 8 Shows the	 V I	 vs	 Jg	 map of permis-
'	 ingof relatively large currents and vultagea.
	 The	 Sibiu operating . points.	 'Pile lines of constant
	 +	 V	 yo. ;,
'	 anise problems associated with .the law flow region
	 power were calculated using a fixed discharge loss
are unknown and difficult to assess, but they would
	 of 198 Winn and fixed power Issues of 50 W.
	 the
probably impose Significant filtering burdens an
r	
.,1	
dischargeScham	 oscillations
tile power processor.
	 As a result, the Suess of Fig,
	
land
 as shown in Fig. 6 c
a ) ...	 assu tminglan accalerutortivoltage 
shown
 
0 V.	 Titus
-	
baffle. operating current.' -
	 VI - VTOT - 3so = f(JB) . - 300	 -
Bistable. operation 1s undesirable because of
	
-	 IF the accelerator voltage is increased, the 	 r^
'I	 the uncertainty in the magnitude of the cathode
	
q can voltage can be decreased by approximately anflow rate at the controlled discharge Voltage' and
	
set	
-	
"
the associated control problems. 	 Nigh , cathode flow	 a uaLintrem nt.	 The pexveance limit in the Fig. 8
region is undesirable from a . lifetimeviewpoint:'. 	 -	 Provides no margin, and in actual pxacclen opera-
Ref, 3 indicates internal diachurge chamber erosion 	 tian on this line probably would cause some stn-	 ih..	
to be a
-significant fureti¢t. of cathode flow rate.	 bility and control problems.,	 r'
'	 Erosion rate's increased by a factor of about 1,6
When the. cathodeflow ratfl 1nCCenaed fYambU Cp	 The. thrust is also a function of 	 V I	 and	 Jg
120 eq mA.	 Thus, the region. which appearµ beat. 	 -	 only, permitting linos of constant chrset/power 	 -
-	 {-{-	
--
suited-for a steady-state so. po i ntis the normal
	
-- ratio to be included in Fig. 8..: dwevr_r._the spe-
I .	 ...operation region. 	 cific impulse and total efficiency are also fun gi-
,	 ,	 .-tune of mass flow rate.. This additional informs-
r	 tion must be considered in evaluatin • a
	 articular
	 iFig.. 7 shows the select of magnetic baffle
	
operating point within the envelope of Fig. 8.
	 '-
'	 current on thruster performance at a discharge" VOIL—
1	 age of 36 V and discharge losses of 198 eV/ion.
	 As 	 -	 -	 -
the magnetic baffle current is increased through	 The measured propellant utilization efficiency,	 ^.
p- .	 normal operation, .the cathode flow rate increases 	 -	
specific. it.pulse, and total efficiency at various
and the vain. flow rate decreases, such that the
	
input power levels: are shown -in Fig. 8.and Table
t,M1	 III.	 Note that the propellant utilization. effi-1-
result,-thn propellant
.I	 e	 flaw carefici	
nrong	 on o	 voltage/ciency-is-not	 strong functi 	 the. v 	 '
-	
 
a
u 
nearly cons tant.
effficien cy
As a	
-	
s
'•-	 throughout the normal operation region varies less
	
current trade abobe 112 input power.
	 Below 1/2	 t	 •,.
4	 than 0.006.	 In fact, the total variation over all
	
power the measured utilization efficiency decreases
' four regionsis only 0.008. 	
_
	
more significantly with decreasing beam current.
	 1
^ . The specific impulse at constant powers seen
	 -	
p	
-Based on the ..conclusions from Figs. 5through
	
r
t,r	-	 7, it is: apparent that specifying the limits Of the -
	
to vary monotonically with increasing Voltage and
normal Operation region is sufficient for specify-
	
decreasing current.
	 Evan at 1/4 power, Cite effect
	
II
r	 ing the magnetic baffle current since (1)r this
	
of a 500 V change. in screen voltage has e. g[ea ter
	
%?
i,	
--	
- effect on
h
	the Specific impulse, than the measuredregion. is preferred for ontrol and lifetime con- 
1	
-siderations and (2) the thruster performance is rel- c ange, In utilization efficiency. 	 Similarly , the	 t
ntively anaensitive to variations in magnetic bsf-
	
realized by 	 c
-	
-	
- increase in propellant utilization efficiency
	
-
inreasing the current and decreasing
`	 3	 fle current, especially in the normal operation
	
-	
b	 2
-^	 region.	 Cite voltage Is - never great enough to offset the de- 	 7
t,	 -	 - crease in pot ex efficiency.
	 As a [esult v
 the m¢x1- t
mum efficiencyf 	 a=Wnvs occurs at the maximum screen 	 ^	 5.
Screen voltage and current, 	 the proposed	 voltage of 1100 V.	 - 	 '
mission set presents several general requirements
P-	 for the 30 cm thruster operating point,	 These	 There are, however, other factors to be can-
7	
,..	 are (1) specific impulse of -3000 see at full 	 sideredin selecting 	 set point, especially at the 	 6	 j;
a'.	 power, ' (2) a maximum3nput power of 2650 W, and 	 lower input power levels where control
-can be a
(3) the capability of throttling over an input	
- major concern.
t	 +	 power range of 4:1.
;;-	 -"	
-	
'.	 -	 Fig. ,9 shows oscilloscope traces of discharge
'	 The first two points require maximum operating
	
voltage and current at 1/4 pacer operating points.
limits for- the screen voltage and current of 1.100 V - 	 The two operating paints shown. '(ll0 V, 0:47 A;	 t	 --
and 2 A, respectively, thus specifying the power
	
605 V, 0.76 A) are the two limiting eases of the
	
,'.
r	
nsider	 voltage/current trade-off determined by the power
i	 from
€	 supply
	
e,
	 Operation at i/4	 t	 pg. :: 
'	 662 W; -Tiletb eam current 
capability 
oftheveleagen
wit
h
supply operating eevelopc (Fig. 8).
	 The oscilla-
peak
ad'ICp 3evel of 3Ctl5 c
ocoa variations afd -4 8Adabout
	 k	 z
Operation below 600 V is generally unattractive for	 k	 ,^.,
,
	
4,
y}
a	 , yy
Ir
r,
b
The voltage shows soma peaks. which approach the dynamicseveral
pro£iencinoverinctPoIntr
lI
-. 20 V above the 36 V d.c, level. 	 However,. the as- throttling	 a	 input power
cillations at the 0.76 Apoint are smaller in rag- range,
nitude with a definite frequency of - 3 kHt.	 Fur-
!	 - Cher, strip chart recordings of the two vaporizer
-	
Four throttling profiles were selected for
-
,. currents allow significant increases in the noise testing.- These are shown in Fig. 10.	 . profile 1	 - {
components of these currents for the 0.47 A boom. maintains a constant screen voltage of 110D V over-
, This is due to the control loops attempt to control. the 4t1 input . power range. -Thin maximizes. both
Y	 {li the spikes seen in Fig. 9. total efficiency and specific impulse.	 Profile 2 -
!
-	
-	
-
wes identical to profile 1 down to a beam •.-Urr uta
Another reason for considering the GOD V, of 0.9.A.	 However, due to the preference of reduc-
0.76 A point for 1/4 power is the thermal data of ing screen voltage rather than beam current to
Table IV (see also Ref. 14)..
	
Although no problems attain steady state Operation at 114 power, pro- r, ;
„ have been experienced due to acool -feed system,	 - file 2 was selected to reduce both voltage and cur-
,o the 10% higher isolator flange temperatures are an - - rent below 0.9 A as shown in Fig, 10,	 Profile 3 I '.
-	 -	
-	
-,
advantage since. they reduce the. probability of re-	 - was selected os a. compromise profile in which the
' quiring isolator heater power in any thermal en- bean current wusdecreased -Emm 2.0 to 0.76 A -pro-
vironment.	 -. portional to the decrease in input power from 2650
' -	
-
to 662 W.	 The selection of current mid power fixed t 8
r, The sane argument also applies to the proba- the screen voltage as chow in Fig. 10.	 Profile 4 j
'	
-
bility of requiring cathode tip heater . power since was an attempt to throttle as close to the perve— 	
-
r
r	 !	 - the higher discharge power and current signifi-	 - once limit as practical.	 This profile represents .`.
cantly increases thecathode self -heating. (14) a maximum thrust/power ratio at any given thruster
input „power.	 The minimum screen voltage at a given Y
Y - Although, as will b'eseen, throttling at sax,- beam current as shown by profile 4 of Pig... 10 was,- - ;
mum screen voltage is passible, a qualitative determined by the stability of the proportional i
-
assessment of thruster operation suggests that control loops and not by a thruster a crating limi-
+	 Y-, strung preference be given to throttling by reduc- . - 9tation.	 Improved control stability (I ).should per-
f-	 d ing the screen voltage as well as the beam current, mit operation closer to the true thruster limit { "
-- at least at le've'ls below	 /2 power.. .1 represented by the pLrve.ance. limit Shawn in Fig. 10..
Y
-,' -	 -- Once the Screen voltage and beam Current had
Vaparizers,:.heater, keeper supplies. - The been specified,. it was necessaryonly . to specify -. j{
^t selection of the. operating parameters of the re- the magnetic baffle current [or each operating i{
t...	 i^ maining.eight supplies do not significantly affect point.	 ''The criterion used was to maintain opera-
the
descriptionrofethesea supplies	 here,
discussed
mIscpresented
thectmagneti` previously.
cur-
variousrent	 resulted
maximum-minimum	 itsiofi
eLh
4
The three vaporizer supplies are normally in files.	 These normal operating. envelopes are shown r^
-
closed loop proportional control, and-as such have - in Fig. 1-1.
!( their set points controlled by operating- parameters
of other supplies.
	 :	
-
The effect of decreasing the screen voltage at },
- -. a given:besm current is to shift the entire normal w -	 Cs
The three heater supplies, cathode tip, neu- operating envelope to the higher magnetic baffle
$	
-
tralizer tip, and Isolator are currently used only currents.	 This is especially evident when compar-
„	
-	 --
for start up and normally have zero output during
steady-state operation.
ing profiles 1 and 2 to profile 3.	 The difference
between profiles 3 ` and 4 was found to be very
i.
s ,
slight.	 Also note the narrow, double-valuLd par-
The cathode keeper supply aids discharge sta- Lion of the profile-1 envelope below0.7 A beam
-	 i
bility at low discharge current and during recycle. current.	 The uncertainties associated with control+
This supply is operated at 1 A with the voltage un- in this region re-enforces the preference. for a
' controlled,	 The tower consumed ranges from 5 to throttling profile which reduces the screen voltage -:- I Y .'i
9 W typical over the throttling range due to vari- while maintaining higher beam currents. i
mien of keeper volinge with beam current net point;. a -.
{} - With the definition of the operating enve- : 4,
•{ 4 'atThe neutralizer keeper was operated 	 1.R A lopes, an arbitrary magnetic baffle current was
'	 I,•	 ' for all beam -current levels.	 Although the neutral-- selected neat mid-range over throttling profile 1.
izer keeper voltage vs, mass flow characteristic - The first attempt to throttle up from -0.9`to 2.0 A u
was not mapped for these tests, other tests have beam revealed no problems.	 However, when the
•	 1- indicated that a keeper voltage of 15 V:results in throttle direction: was reversed, difficulties were -
^{ was flow rates of-30 equivalent mA at a 2 A. beam. experienced.	 Fig.; 12 shows strip chart recordings
•d As the beam current is reduced, the neutralizer of the critical thruster operating parameters dur-
keeper voltage Set pointgenerally has been in- ing the throttle dawn made.
	
At beam currents below . v
f^ creased to about 17.0 V to maintain stability and 	 - 1.6 A, there appears a large increase in discharge f
low neutralizer flow rate. 	 These neutralizer oper- voltage during the first cycle., of the cathode l '
_
Ming conditions were assumed for calculations made vaporizer controller.	 This :results directly in a . 6 '."a
in this paper. noisy beam current condition. i{..
w£ Dynamic 'Throttling,
	 _	 - In order to analyze this operation, it must be `•-
remembered that the initial change in electrical i+
The previous sections have defined the cri-	 - operating parameters is done at effectively con-
ratio for selection of all thruster 6CCaay State fiteRt flow rate.	 7Tlaa when the Cmi631oR current is
operating parameters.	 This section investigates 	 -.- decreased, the discharge voltage decreases, 	 The ,' ,.•,,
} PAGP.fa i
OR
 
QJALIr!`^'s
-
"v
-	 proportional controller begins to decrease the 	 highefficiency ar.d specific impulse, the latter at
}	 a	 cathode propellant f1aM TCCC. 	 However, if the wag-	 high ChrCBC C0 pwQ- retie.	 i
{!	 netic baffle current, cathode flow -rate operating
!	 point is Coo near the minimum boundary of the oper- 	 profile 4 is of interest . only where thrust is 	
-	 I`
ii	 ating envelope., the actual set point will momentur- 	 to be maximized for a given power input, since this
ily trove out 'of . the Snvelapeand into 
the
	 profile corresponds to minimum efficiency and ape-
ode flaw operation, although eventually the control 	 rifle impulse over the throttling range. 	 Efficiency	 -	 9
!s	
-	
-	
-- loops.. will -settle within. the normal - operation	 -	 penalties can be as much as 2% or more near the 1/2
limits.	 This -is not observed when throttling up
	 power point.	 An additional disadvantage of this	 ,-
since the argument is reversed, although transient: 	 profile is the difficulty of control. 	 d
:operation In the high flow region may occur. 	
-	 -	
-
3i -	 -	 - -	 -	 --	 --	 -	 'high - Voltaic Renyale
_ It	
-.Thu Impact of even momentary operation in the
-	
low cathode flow region is difficult to assess.
	 -.	 •	 The high voltage recycle profile of the power 	
-	
'^1° •^
Marc is, however, potentially a significant affect 	 processor usedin these tests qualitatively is the
tibilit
	 and filtering -constraints.	
-	
ferences in these recycle profiles will be discussed
on wryr ocessor and/or spacecraft noise suscep- 	 same as the profile described in Ref. 7. 	 The dif-	 4
s	 ^^	 later.	 Fig. 15 shows- a typical recycle for a 2 A	
-'
Although it is possible that a. control loop
	
been current.	 Ullen the overcurrent condition is
modification could reduce this problem, the most 	 sensed by the power processor logic, the high volt.
;•	 direct solution was found to be raising the mag- 	 age supply is turned off, the discharge currant re-
aerie baffle current sec point in the problem area 	 duced, and the neutralizer keeper current (not shown 	 ^.
{	 of the throttling profile. 	 By increasingthe rug- 	 in Fig.. - 15) increased.	 After 150 =cc, the high
_.V	
antic baffle current set point by as much as 0.3.A 	 voltage is commanded on, and 20 msec-after that, the 	 t'
•	 -	 - in the region from 1.6 to - 0.9 A; beam current-, this 	 discharge and neutralizer keeper currents. are _.com-
problem was eliminated.	 manded back to thei-run levels.
	
Toe. total recycle  
 -	
}
sequence is complete in less than 300 trier. 	 Sines	 `	 1
An iterative process of selecting magnetic 	 this is much faster than the thermal response of the
-	 -	 baffle currents Within the normal operating Save- 	 propellant' feed systems, there Is no need for
-lope. of Fig. 12 was curried out for each operating 	 changes in the. vaporizer control loops or heater
set point along all four profiles. 	 The set points.-	 net points.	
-	
-	 --
•—	 -	 _._	 defining each of these profiles is-given-in t
-^	 .Table V.
	
The dynamic throttling-results are	 Tile. recycle sequence described was verified
illustrated in tile. strip chart recordings of 	 over the four throttling profiles of Fig. 10.	 This
Fig. 13.
	
Fach of these profiles were repeated for	 was done by momentarily shorting the accelerator
	
-	
-
time... increments of 6.3,-22•.5,-ands 38.9 see :Inaddi- 	 supply,- causing: electron backstreaming from the--
-	 tion to the :increment of 14.4 sec, shown.	 No ef-	 .neutralizer to .initiate tile -overcurrent commend: and
feet was noted for this variation.	
-	
begin the recycle sequence... The currant in the
_- !
	
-	
shorting path was. sensed to .trigger the first oscil- 	 ,	 s
Thruster Performance - Throttling	 loscope which in turn triggered the second scope.	 :.	 r
0.	
.Fig. 10 has shown the variations of thruster 	 Figs. 15 to r17 show the recycle sequence for -.
	 €	
y
performance parameters throughout the operating
	
the end points of the four throttling pro Cilus of
-	
-envelope.	 The previous section has demonstrated 	 Fig. 10,	 In. addition 2 intermediate points (not 	 +^	 ±_
-	 four profiles. over which .  the thruster operating - 	 shown) were verified for such of the fourthrottling 	 -	 *	 [.'3
parameters can successfully be sequenced to achieve. 	 profiles.	 -	 -
-	 a 4:1 change in ;input power.	Fig. 14 and Table VI 	 .3
'	 show the variation of the performance parameters . as 	 Although t%e present recycle and the recycleof
f	 the thruster operating parameters are sequenced 	 Ref. 7 are qualitatively the same, there are some 	 '-
over each of the .four profiles. 	 significant quantitative differences which are a
result of the specific control logic and power sup-
As noted before, profile 1 shows the highest 	 ply designs and limitations.	 The mdse significant	 I
total: efficiency. and specific impulse over the 	 power supply difference is in the high voltage sup-	 if	 _.p
throttling range.
	
Profile 2, however, does not	 plies.	 These two supplies in thepresent power,
suffer a large efficiency penalty It the low throe- 	 prccessoz are inherently current limited. 	 Than
cle points as does. profile 1.. 	 At 1/4 -power the	 transient arcs at the thruster tendto become self- 	
-	
-!
difference in total efficiency is less than 0.01. 	 extinguishing as the supply voltages load dove.
'	 s	 There is a specific impulse penalty realized over 	 is seen in Fig, ]5 (b). rApproximatelJ 2 wee
-({	
-	
the lower 1/3 of the throttling profile; amounting- 	 after the supply is turned on, : a beam current tram--
j^	 to -19% at 1/4 power. 	 This specificimpulse
	
sient occurs, loading down the highvoltage supplies
•	 4"	 penalty may mean.. increased. propellant weight, but 	 until the transient can no longer be sustained.	 In 	 g	 c
'	 1!	 can be traded against a 19% Increase in: the thrust/ 	 the case of noncurrent limited: supplies, as in
-	
--^Z	 power ratio.	 Tile significant advantage of pro-	 Ref. 7, the supply will try to maintain a constant
-,t	 p	 pro--	 voltage,. thereby sustaining the currentfile 2 is much better control as com ared to	
k
4	
-.^!	 filed.	
-	
•	
-	
until external overcurrent protection circuitry gen=. 	 ^.
f1	
states the appropriate supply off commands.
-„	 -	 profile 3does provide -a goon all around com-
promise.	 Efficiency penalties are less than a	 Another significant difference is the dis-	 r	 4
=	 percent and the thrust to power ratio is signifi-, 	 charge supply output impedance.
	
With an output,
-	
costly Increased over profiles 1 and 2 over the 	 choke in the present supply, discharge current as-
'
If
	 lower 2/3 of the throttling range. 	 Further, ac-	 cillations are significantly reduced. 	 This per-,
-	 -.;`,•	 ceptable control was realized aver this throttling`- 	 mitted'. the higher discharge current Cut backlevels-	 .!	 -,. va
P	 general, profiles 2 and 3 a	 p	 g extinguishing.
41'
lin 'control, the former atgprovide the best thrott	
-
 
6
e.	 In • l 	 ppeared to -	 without roblem o£ Clne discharge atria 	 tprofil .	 -	 - ,	 }
S
i
IT
At),
y	 -	 Final];• control logic differencesprovide for 	 '+ht constant lower between maximum and minimum 	 --	 -	 -- i
(	 -"-
better high voltage regulation, cxhtrol of +:.mud 	 -	 screen voltage was thout 500 ;ice while the maximum 	 •,^	 -	 ;
-	
--- intervals, and slower rate of Increase of the dis- - - - variation in vocal efficiency was about -5 percent-
charge current -.	 The combination of these changes 	 age ,points.	 Both maximum variations occurred
has .resulted in a reduction of the high voltage off 	 slightly below the 1/2 power point. 	 The maximum
f^	 ^-	 -- time and discharge -currant Cut back timesbelow tile -	thrust to power ratio wllJ found to attar, as ux—
^	 limits suggested in IIC. '.	
-	
pactLd/ at the lowest screen voltage for a constant
f	 iI
	
input. power.
17 work sat-
thruster operatingenvelope and l thus recycle isl not-.	 maintaindhh maximumgtotaliefficiencyland aspnaific	 -	
ml	 It..	 -
-ti	
-	
s. factor in the selection of a ehrottl.n6 profile. 	 impulse, and a second maintained maximum thrust tw 	 -	
r
+	 Further, it does appear that thesuccess of a short 	 power ratio.	 However, each of these two did Ora—
'	 (<I act) recycle -is primarily a function of the	
-	
sent undesirable control characteristics..	 As a	 -
°	 power uupply dynamics at all of these operating
	
result, two compromise profiles were also defined	 -	 )
points.	 -	 -	 -	 -	 between the two extremes.	 Throttling along each of 	 -	 3
these profiler, could be achieved in 15 steps in
-	
Conclusion	 time Incretnenta as small as 6 se'c/step.. 	 -	 y)
-	
-	 - Three specific areas of-thruster-operation	 Finally effective high voltage recycle was
have been considered:	 (1) variation of thruster 	 demonstrated throughout the throttling envelope.
I	
performance parameters with thruster operating 	
-
	
The recycle sequence lasted Less than 300 wee, and	 z
j parameters, (2) motley of throttling over s 4 to 1	 as ¢. result', no vaporizeror other thermal input
;-	
-	
-	
range of input power, and (3) high voltage recycle 	 variations were required during. recycle.	 Only the
•	 t	
-	
----	
'at 'various operating points overthe throttle enve- 	 high voltages, discharge current, and neutralizer 	 `	 ;£
r. - lope.	 These areas have been investigatedfrom the	 keeper current were affected.	 Differences in the	 -	 it
P	 fr	 _standpoint of thruster performance, control, and 	 character of the present recycle and previous as-
r	
_-	 interface with powerprocessor.	 --	 quences were found to be more --a function of power	 !2
ii.	
-	 -	 -	 -	 --.	 -	 supply control . logic and dynamics rather than	 -	 r
-	 -
	 The changes in thruster performance param- 	 thruster operating	 characteristics.
-	
eters, input power, thrust to_ power -ratio, specific
^`--	 impulse, aid-1:01:91 efficienvy were determi ned in	 Total efficiencies ranged:-from 0470-at an in-
!	
I.	
terms of changes in thruster operating parametrrs. 	 put power of 2650 W to 0.466 at an input power of 	 -.-	 }
662 W.
:	 x	 -	 Increasing the recessed cathode insert temper-	
4	
;"
I	 store by the addition of cathode tip heater power 	 Appendix
-	 increased the propellant utilization .efficiency -by -
	
-	 -	 -	 -	 -	
-	
--	 „1
i
	 fi-veral percent.	 Repositioning the impregnated Sn--.	 Thruster performance Calculations
ii	 sert flush with the cathode face sufficiently in-
6,
creased the insert temperatureto result in similar	 The ideal thrust of an ion thruster using mer- 	 v	 ;
ape rfo rmmee gains without the addition of heater	 eery propeLtant can be expressed In tMms of the
w .  electrical operating parameters as 	 ??
Within the range of operating parameters in-	 T IDEAL S '2.0391 dB-1I
	
mNt
ve-s tigaCed,. the discharge voltage had the most pro-
-	
,,.
nuance	
-	 -	 -	 -.	 ^•
d effect on total efficient 	 as 	 a6	 ,i-	 y'	 where the units of	 I S	 and	 VI	 are amperes and	 ?.It 1.5"!. increase per volt increase.	 The discharge	
-	 volts and defined in Fig. Al. 	 In this ideal cese
Y
losses and accelerator voltage were found to have 	 the ions are assumed to be only singly charged and
leas of  an effect	
axial in direction.
,'
	
"t	 -e- urr
curre
p erformance parameters.	
7.The magnetic baffle - nt wasFound to have an -
r	 -	 effect-on discharge oscillations and control mare 
[	 -	 In reality the don beam of the 30 cm EMT con--than on performance parameters, the total mass flow
rate tieinisomln^hat independent of magnetic baffle	
twins a nonnegligible number of doubly charged ions
CLCYLRC EJr--0 fixed setof operating pIIramC CL'La. 	 as well-
as ions of both species which are not axial 	 !	 ^'
elan the magnetic baffle current could. be  selected.	 in direction.
	 evaluating 0e threat losses
m	 once.
current 	 6 ¢ 	For the throttle envelope.
specified
 operational
`
n8stability
9ev/ion (emission cu
g
parameters
	 e
 as 36 V and per V -
charged
	 a 
nonaxial ion
rent/
	 due to these doubly
traiectorilea, using racollimating mss Spectrometer
rather then perform	
Research Labs punder. NASA contract	
p	 Y
"	
-	
- and computer program tins been developed h 	 Hughes
){	
-
.	 (15,17)
	 This
Variation of the screen voltage and beam cur-
measurement yields two thrust correction factors:
r -	 ,	 tent at constant input power: showed that thespa-	 a, which accounts for the different ion charge ta.
cific impulse varied monotonically with screen 
r	 i'	 -	 mass ratios, and 	 F t , which accounts for non¢xial 	 -;i -	 voltage, since the =as flow rate variedalapse 	 trajectories.	 The product of thesetwo factors and 	 - t,
-	 linearly with beam current.h	 q.	 the ideal thrust calculated from metered parameters 	 i	 Ts
'	 i,(	 give the actual thrust.	
-	
-	 -'
The increase in propellant utilization effi-
ciency -as the beam current was increased at con-	 T	 - of	 2.0391 d	 mNt	 (2)	 1	 5ih
	stant power, was more than offset by the decrease 	 ACT	 T	 -B	 I 
in power efficiency resulting, fran the more pro- 
nuunced effect of discharge energy losses when com- 	 A detailed map of these two parameters is given in 	 ^.
pared with screen .voltage.	 Thus the maximum total	 Ref. 15. -	Although a variety of thruster parameterg
r	 q	 efficiency was also consistent with maximum screen 	 affected both	 a	 and	 Ft , to a first sgproxima-
^j	 volteg^'.	 The maximum variation in specific impulse- 	 tion, they can be considered to var;, only with beam -
^	 t
`	 pQGRs	 7
ORIGiN
IS	
I	 .x
•	 ^ ,	
OF POOR QuALITY_
^n
^ 1
^ r
current.. where	 ro	 is the neutral muse flaw rate expressed
in equivalent amperes.
All of the data presented for a given bean
current In get. 15 are within 0.9X of theaverage Eq. (7) can LC expressed in tares of the mastl-
value for that beam current, 	 .Fig. A2 shows OIL propellant utilization efficiency -as	
-
-
average
I
rent.	 ;his
	
taken from
eutie^k
°
	
X
Fig. A2TCoc
	
in thin
 paper. OF TV
	
-
-	
qT	 pn	
^
-
The total power input to the thruster is Liven where both	 nd. and	 np 	are directly measured 	 - -.	 ,	 A!
by gumming the productof i^vlrage and currant of -- val•,es which are. uncorrected for any double. ioniza--
each of the twelve power supplies.	 (See Fig, Al tion. -- j
i	
-
- for locationof wasuremente and definitions,)
- -	 Thus	 -	 --	 - --The- spucific impulse, defined au-the total lm-
pulse dividud by the propellant weight can be ex-
P,I a. -
 (VS ) JS
 + 	 + VAJA 	_ r 	-	 -. pressed as
".
s
' - tP	 +P	 +P	 +P	 +P-	 (3),-
-	 YAP	 NTR -	 CK	 NK	 MB
{b
Isp 	 7.00,08 aFT .-	 sac	 (8)
The first three terms are the power in the screen, I
' discharge, and accelerator supplies.	 These voltage -	 References
and currents must be selected to provide the best
overall performance.	 The term	 PVAp	 is the total 1. Savoy, J. 5., and King, H. J., "Brutus of 30 cm
T power to the
	
vaporizers; the term ' PRIES	
-
:three' Mercury Ian Thruster Development,":AIM Paper
the total power to the cathode, neutralizer, and 74-1117, Oct, 1974.	 _ f
isolator heaters; and	 PCK.-- rnd	 PNK- are the cath-- 2. ;Collect	 C. R., "Thrust^V`Enduranee Test,"
' i -- ode and neutralizer keeper powers, respectively. 	
-
-'Hughes  Research Labs, Malibu, Calif:', NASA CR- --
-; Although the magnetic baffle current significantly 133011	 May 1976,
' affects thruster operation, the power diss:patad
-
The-accelerator power is alas-emul.L be-
"_-, M.., end Rawlin, V• K., gtudies
-	 3. Manitc P a.k	 .:.
Ing typically less than 2 W over the throttle of Internal Sputtering in a 30-em Inn
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Using the relations
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Table V 5onariry of electrical operating parameters for throttling
ti..t PT' V,1 J 8' V,A ),' A AV , . J,1 c I ' 1' m8' J CK• V.,C .^ TmV' T 8V'
point w
L' A V mA V I	 A eV/ion A A V 0 C
(a) I _ (a) (a) (a)
(a)	 Profile 1
15 265U 11U0 2 516 4.10 36!0.1 13.00 198 2.40 1.0	 5.U3 300 289
14 ^520 1100 1.9 516 3.86
3.10 1
12.35 2.40 5.12 198 289
13 2390 1100 1.8 516 3.57 11.70 12.40
^	
x.30 29: 289
12 2260 1100 1.7 516 2.45 5.44 294 289
11 2130 1100 1.6 516 2.91' 10.40 1 2.5U 15.65 292 290
10 20001 lav0 1.5 516 2.681 9.75 7.55 5.83 289 290
9 187UI 1100 1.4 516 2.48 9.1U 2,60 4.23 286 294
8 1740 1100 1.3 516 2.)6 8.45 2.70 6.4^ 2R9 396
7 161U 1100 1.2 516 2.211 7.8 2.75 6.73 280 297
6 1480 1100 1.1 516 2.0% 7.15
1
2.90 7.05 276 299
5 1350 1100 1.0 516 1,90 6.5U 11 3.05 7.46 273 301
4 1220 1100 .9 516 1.78 5.85 3.25 7,85 269 306
3 1038 11uO .76 516 1.59 4.94 I 3.45 8.65 260 310
2 85b 110G .62 516 1.44 4.03 3.45 9.34 253 312
1 661 1100 .47 516 1.27 3.05 3.05 10,22 245 315
(b)	 Profile	 2
15
14
265U
2520
1100
1100
2.0
1.9
515 4.10
3.86
36!0.1
	 13.00
12.35
198 2.40
2.40
1.0 5.03
5.12
300
298
289
288
113 2390 1100 1.8 3.57 11.70 2,40 5.30 296 289
12 226U 1100 1.7 3.1U 11.05 2.45 5.44 294 289
11 2150 1100 1.6 2.91 1	 10.40 2.50 5.65 292 290	
1lu 2000 1100 1.5 2.681 9,75 2.55 5.83 299 290
9 1870 1100 1.4 2.48 9.10 2.6U 16,23 286 294
8 1740 1100 1.3 2.36 8,45 2.70 6.45 282 296
7 1610 1100 1.2 2.21 1.80 275 6.73 280 297
b 1480 1100 1.1 2.02 7.15 2..90 7.05 276 299
5 1350 1100 1.0 1.90 6.50 3.05 7.46 273 301
4 122U
1 9401 1.651
5.85 3.25 7.851 269 306
I	 3 10191 . 9 445 5.53 3.35 7.87 267 306
rr•
N^
n
C,
c0
Table VI Typical thruster performance parameters for
various input powers along 4 throttling
profiles Lested
.^• 9
Profile Typical V 1 iB i5Y 1'/P TIT T
powei
1 2650 110^ 2 2904 48.61 0.691 128.6
2250 1100 1.7 2808 48.69 .670 1109.3
1300 1100 .97 2560 48.61 'II	 .610 65.5
b60 1100 .463 1997 47.28 1	 .462 30.8
2 I	 2650 1100 2 2904 48.61 0.691 128.6
2250 1100 1.7 2808 48.69 .670 109.3
1300 1100 .97 2560 48.61
1
i	 .610 65.5
660 605 .76 1642 56.42 I	 .454 37.0
3 2650 1100 2 2904 48.61 0.691 128.6
2250 1055 1.75 2780 149.2 .665 110.7
1300 875 1.16 2320 52.1 '	 .595 67.9
660 605 .76 1642 56.42
1
.454 37.0
4 2650 1100 2 2904 48.61 ,0.691 128.6
2250 1005 1.83 2690 50.00 .658 112.5
1300 760 1.30 2170 :,4.40 .580 70.7
660 605 .76 1642 56.42 37.0
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Figure 1. - Effect of tip heater power on thrust-
er SN 804 with a recessed impregnated insert
V 1 = 1100 V. Beam current, 2.0 A; discharge
voltage, 35 V; discharge losses, 185 eV/ion.
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Figure 2. - Comparison performance of two
30-cm EN1 thrusters at 2 A heam. Discharge
voltage = 35 V; discharge 'osses = 185 eV/ion.
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Figure 3. - Variation of accelerator
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age = 36 V; beam current = 2.0 A,
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Figure 5. - Discharge voltage as function of cathode vaporizer tem-
perature and flow rate. J B = 2.0 A; V 1 = 1100 V; E 1 ° 198 eV/ion.
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Figure S. - Constant power and thrustlpower for screen voltages and currents
within power supply operating envelope. Discharge voltage = 36 V; discharge
losses = 198 eV/ion.
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Figure 10. - Four throttling profiles tested shown on parameters of figure 8.
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Table Al Summary of fixed power losses
2.0 A beam 0.5 A beam
PVAPS 12.4 W 12.0 W
PHTRS 0 0
PCK 5.2 V x 1.0 A 5.2 8.9 V x 1.0 A = 8.9
PNK 15 V x 1.8 A 27.0 16.7 V x 1.8 A= 30 0
.uLB 1.3 V 
x 2.4 A 3.1 2.0 V x 3.6 A = 7.2
v A i A 500 V x 4 mA 2.0 500 V x 1 mA = 0.5
49.7 W 58.6 W
PUP pool? Q AG ej ISi
1
	
.j
ANODE
JI
DISCHARGE	 (^AVI (POTENTIAL LEADS)
SUPPLY
CATHODE	
VI
COMMON
+	 JF
SCREEN	 GROUND ° BEAM
SUPPLY
	 VS	 PLASMA POTENTIAL
V
JS	 NEUTRALIZER	 G
COMMON
j 	 JB
N
Ln	 +
r±^
ACCEL	 VA
W	 SUPPLY
I	 I ACCELERATOR
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